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the apartment. (One finds wisps of dust under sideboards even in the best-run homes.)
Opposite the window, and to the right of the door, the room formed a recess, so well adapted to the needs of the Maillecottin family that it might have been made specially for them. It was partly the existence of this recess which had decided the Maillecottins to take the apartment, twelve years earlier. Into it there had been no difficulty about fitting Isabelle's bed - first her cot, then a grown-up person's bed, three feet wide, of iron and brass. The uprights and the bars of the bed were of iron, varnished bkck. A row of brass washers separated the bars half-way up. Also of brass were the four balls which terminated the uprights, and four mouldings which adorned the feet, just above the castors.
Isabelle, who was very proud of her bed, made herself responsible for polishing its brass on Sunday mornings. Indeed, the girl had everything she wanted in this recess to make her feel at home. -Her brother Edmond had fixed up for her two big flowered cretonne curtains, which slid on a rod and cut off the recess from floor to ceiling. So it was a regular alcove, almost a room by itself.
Between the curtain and the head of the bed Isabelle had room for a little table, where she could put all sorts of things. She adorned it with an opalescent blue vase, in which she had flowers at the right time of year. At the foot of the bed was a chair; and behind the chair, a rack with three hangers. Finally, Edmond had been good enough to install for her one of those oil-lamps of a new type, attached by a swan-neck to a little tank. Once you had it fixed on the wall, it was just like a gas-lamp, or even an electric bracket, if you used your imagination a little.
The other bedroom, which was smaller, belonged to the two boys. For a long time they had slept in the same bed, which gave one more space to move about the room. But when Edmond came to the age of eighteen, he declared that the bed was only just big enough for himself. So they had bought a folding bed for his younger brother.

